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Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service2007

Instructions for Form 1066
U.S. Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduit
(REMIC) Income Tax Return

Section references are to the Internal www.irs.gov/cdorders for $35 (no The last item in the above list
Revenue Code unless otherwise noted. handling fee) or call 1-877-CDFORMS does not apply to REMICs with

(1-877-233-6767) toll free to buy the a startup day before April 1,CAUTION
!

Photographs of Missing CD/DVD for $35 (plus a $5 handling 1988 (or those formed under a binding
fee). Price is subject to change. contract in effect on March 31, 1988).Children

See section 860G for definitions andBy phone or in person. You canThe Internal Revenue Service is a
special rules. See section 860D(a)order forms and publications by callingproud partner with the National Center
regarding qualification as a REMIC1-800-TAX-FORM (1-800-829-3676).for Missing and Exploited Children.
during a qualified liquidation.You can also get most forms andPhotographs of missing children

publications at your local IRS office.selected by the Center may appear in Making the Electioninstructions on pages that would
The election to be treated as a REMICotherwise be blank. You can help bring
is made by timely filing, for the first taxthese children home by looking at the General Instructions year of its existence, a Form 1066photographs and calling
signed by an authorized person. Once1-800-THE-LOST (1-800-843-5678) if Purpose of Form the election is made, it stays in effectyou recognize a child.
for all years until it is terminated.Form 1066 is used to report the

income, deductions, and gains andHow To Get Forms and First Tax Yearlosses from the operation of a REMIC.
For the first tax year of a REMIC’sPublications In addition, the form is used by the
existence, the REMIC must furnish theREMIC to report and pay the taxes onInternet. You can access the IRS following in a separate statementnet income from prohibitedwebsite 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, attached to the REMIC’s initial return.transactions, net income fromat www.irs.gov to take the following • Information concerning the terms offoreclosure property, and contributionsactions. the regular interests and the designatedafter the startup day.• Download forms, instructions, and residual interest of the REMIC, or apublications; copy of the offering circular orWho Must File• Order IRS products online; prospectus containing such information.An entity must file Form 1066 if it• Research your tax questions online; • A description of the prepayment andelected to be treated as a REMIC for its• Search publications online by topic or reinvestment assumptions made infirst tax year (and the election is still inkeyword; and accordance with section 1272(a)(6) andeffect) and it meets the section 860D(a)• Sign up to receive local and national its regulations, including documentationrequirements listed below.tax news by email. supporting the selection of the

IRS Tax Products CD/DVD. Order prepayment assumption. A REMIC is any entity:
Pub. 1796, IRS Tax Products CD/DVD, • To which an election to be treated as Termination of Electionand obtain: a REMIC applies for the tax year and• Current year forms, instructions, and If the entity ceased to qualify as aall prior tax years;
publications; REMIC under the requirements of• All of the interests in which are• Prior year forms, instructions, and section 860D(a) in 2007, the election toregular interests or residual interests;
publications; be a REMIC is terminated for 2007 and• That has one (and only one) class of• Bonus: Historical Tax Products DVD all future years. For 2007 and all futureresidual interests and all distributions, if–  Ships with the final release; years you must file the tax form forany, with respect to such interests are• Tax Map: an electronic research tool similarly organized entitiespro rata;and finding aid; (corporations, partnerships, trusts, etc.).• Substantially all of the assets of• Tax law frequently asked questions which consist of qualified mortgages(FAQs); When To Fileand permitted investments (as of the• Tax Topics from the IRS telephone Generally, REMICs must file the 2007close of the third month beginning afterresponse system; Form 1066 by April 15, 2008. However,the startup day (defined in the• Fill-in, print, and save features for if the entity will file its final return ininstructions for Item B—Date REMICmost tax forms; 2007, Form 1066 is due by the 15thstarted, on page 4) and at all times• Internal Revenue Bulletins; and day of the 4th month following the datethereafter);• Toll-free and email technical support. the REMIC ceased to exist.• That has a calendar tax year; and

The CD/DVD is released twice • For which reasonable arrangements If you need more time to file a
during the year. The first release will have been designed to ensure that REMIC return, get Form 7004,
ship the beginning of January and the residual interests are not held by Application for Automatic 6-Month
final release will ship the beginning of disqualified organizations (as defined in Extension of Time To File Certain
March. section 860E(e)(5)), and information Business Income Tax, Information, and

Buy the CD/DVD from the National needed to apply section 860E(e) will be Other Returns, to request an automatic
Technical Information Service (NTIS) at made available by the entity. 6-month extension. You must file Form
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7004 by the regular due date of the Rounding Off to Whole Assembling the Return
REMIC return. If you need more space to report itemsDollars

shown on the forms or schedules,Period Covered The REMIC may round off cents to
attach separate sheets reporting thewhole dollars on its returns andFile the 2007 return for: items. Use the same size and format asschedules. If the REMIC does round to1. Calendar year 2007; on the printed forms. But show thewhole dollars, it must round all2. Short tax years beginning and totals on the printed forms. Be sure toamounts. To round, drop amountsending in 2007; or put the REMIC’s name and employerunder 50 cents and increase amounts3. Short tax years beginning and identification number (EIN) on eachfrom 50 to 99 cents to the next dollarending in 2008, if the 2008 Form 1066 sheet.(for example, $1.39 becomes $1 andis not available by the time the REMIC

$2.50 becomes $3). You must complete every applicableis required to file its return. However,
entry space on Form 1066. If youthe REMIC must show its 2008 tax year If two or more amounts must be attach statements, do not write “Seeon the 2007 Form 1066 and incorporate added to figure the amount on a line, Attached” instead of completing theany tax law changes that are effective include cents when adding the amounts entry spaces on this form.for tax years beginning after December and round off only the total.

31, 2007. Other Forms and ReturnsRecordkeeping That May Be RequiredIn the case of 2 or 3 above, fill The REMIC records must be kept as
in the tax year space at the top Form 1096, Annual Summary andlong as their contents may be material
of the form. Transmittal of U.S. Information Returns.CAUTION

!
in the administration of any Internal

Use this form to summarize and sendRevenue law. Copies of the filed taxWhere To File information returns to the Internalreturns should also be kept as part of
Revenue Service Center.If the REMIC’s principal business, the REMIC’s records. See Pub. 583,

office, or agency is located in the Starting a Business and Keeping Form 1098, Mortgage Interest
United States, then file the return at: Records, for more information. Statement. This form is used to report
Department of the Treasury, Internal the receipt from any individual of $600
Revenue Service Center, Ogden, UT Final Return or more of mortgage interest and points
84201-0007. in the course of the REMIC’s trade orIf the REMIC ceases to exist during the

business.If the REMIC’s principal business, year, check the box on Form 1066,
office, or agency is located in a foreign page 1, item D(1). Forms 1099-A, B, C, INT, LTC, MISC,
country or U.S. possession, then file OID, R, S, and SA. Use theseThe box on Schedule Q (Formthe return at: Internal Revenue Service information returns to report1066), item E(1) should also beCenter, P.O. box 409101, Ogden, UT acquisitions or abandonments ofchecked to indicate when the schedule84409. secured property; proceeds from brokeris for the final quarter of the year.

and barter exchange transactions;Accounting Method cancellation of a debt; interest income;Amended ReturnA REMIC must compute its taxable certain payments made under a
If the REMIC files its return and laterincome (or net loss) using the accrual long-term care insurance contract and
becomes aware of changes it mustmethod of accounting. See section certain accelerated death benefits;
make to income, deductions, etc., the860C(b). miscellaneous income payments;
REMIC should then file an amended: original issue discount; distributionsUnder the accrual method, an • Form 1066 and check the box on from pensions, annuities, retirement oramount is includible in income when: page 1, item D(4); and profit-sharing plans, individual1. All the events have occurred that • Schedule Q (Form 1066), for each retirement arrangement (IRAs),fix the right to receive the income, residual interest holder, and check the insurance contracts, etc.; proceedswhich is the earliest of the date: box at item E(2). Give corrected from real estate transactions; and

a. The required performance takes Schedules Q (Form 1066) to each distributions from an HSA, Archer MSA,
place, residual interest holder. or Medicare Advantage MSA. Also, use

b. Payment is due, or these returns to report amounts thatIf a REMIC does not meet thec. Payment is received and were received as a nominee on behalfsmall REMIC exception under2. The amount can be determined of another person.sections 860F(e) and 6231, andwith reasonable accuracy. CAUTION
!

Generally, a REMIC must file Formsrelated regulations, or makes the
1099-INT and 1099-OID, asSee Regulations section 1.451-1(a) election described in section
appropriate, to report accrued incomefor details. 6231(a)(1)(B)(ii) not to be treated as a
of $10 or more of regular interestsmall REMIC, the amended return willGenerally, an accrual basis taxpayer
holders. See Regulations sectionbe a request for administrativecan deduct accrued expenses in the tax
1.6049-7. Also, every REMIC must fileadjustment, and Form 8082, Notice ofyear when:
Forms 1099-MISC if it makes paymentsInconsistent Treatment or• All events that determine the liability
of rents, commissions, or other fixed orAdministrative Adjustment Requesthave occurred,
determinable income (see section(AAR), must be filed by the Tax Matters• The amount of the liability can be
6041) totaling $600 or more to any onePerson. See sections 860F(e) and 6227figured with reasonable accuracy, and
person in the course of its trade orfor more information.• Economic performance takes place
business during the calendar year.with respect to the expense. If the REMIC’s federal return is

For more details, see the 2007There are exceptions to the changed for any reason, it may affect
General Instructions for Forms 1099,economic performance rule for certain its state return. This would include
1098, 5498, and W-2G.items, including recurring expenses. changes made as a result of an

See section 461(h) and the related examination of the REMIC return by the Form 8275, Disclosure Statement,
regulations for the rules for determining IRS. Contact the state tax agency and Form 8275-R, Regulation
when economic performance takes where the state return is filed for more Disclosure Statement. Use these forms
place. information. to disclose items or positions taken on
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a tax return that are not otherwise payment. The interest charge is figured life of the REMIC (as defined in
adequately disclosed on the return or at a rate determined under section Regulations section 1.860E-1(a)(3)(iv)).
that are contrary to Treasury 6621. If the transferor holds a regular
regulations (to avoid parts of the interest and if the adjusted basis of theLate filing penalty. A penalty may be
accuracy-related penalty or certain regular interest is more than its issuecharged if the return is filed after the
preparer penalties). price, the regular interest holder treatsdue date (including extensions) or the
Form 8300, Report of Cash Payments the excess as amortizable bondreturn does not show all the information
Over $10,000 Received in a Trade or premium subject to the rules of sectionrequired, unless each failure is due to
Business. Generally, this form is used 171. If the transferor holds a regularreasonable cause. If the failure is due
to report the receipt of more than interest and if the adjusted basis of theto reasonable cause, attach an
$10,000 in cash or foreign currency in regular interest is more than its issueexplanation to the return. If no taxes
one transaction or a series of related price, the excess is deductible ratablyare due, the penalty is $50 for each
transactions. over the anticipated weighted averagemonth or part of a month (up to 5

life of the REMIC (as defined inmonths) the return is late or does notForm 8811, Information Return for
Regulations section 1.860E-1(a)(3)(iv)).include the required information,Real Estate Mortgage Investment

multiplied by the total number ofConduits (REMICs) and Issuers of Payments Subject topersons who were residual interestCollateralized Debt Obligations. A
holders in the REMIC during any part ofREMIC uses this form to provide the Withholding at Source
the REMIC’s tax year for which theinformation required by Regulations If there are any nonresident alien
return is due. If tax is due, the penaltysection 1.6049-7(b)(1)(ii). This individuals, foreign partnerships, or
is the amount stated above plus 5% ofinformation will be published in Pub. foreign corporations as regular interest
the unpaid tax for each month or part of938, Real Estate Mortgage Investment holders or residual interest holders, and
a month the return is late, up to aConduits (REMICs) Reporting the REMIC has items of gross income
maximum of 25% of the unpaid tax, or ifInformation (And Other Collateralized from sources within the United States
the return is more than 60 days late, aDebt Obligations (CDOs)). This (see sections 861 through 865), see
$100 minimum or the balance of taxpublication contains a directory of Form 1042, Annual Withholding Tax
due on the return, whichever is smaller.REMICs. Return for U.S. Source Income of

Pub. 938 is not printed. Instead, it is Late payment penalty. The penalty Foreign Persons.
available on the IRS website. For more for not paying the tax when due is

Who Must Signinformation about Pub. 938, visit www. usually 1/2 of 1% of the unpaid tax for
irs.gov. each month or part of a month the tax Startup day after November 9, 1988.

is unpaid. The penalty cannot exceedForm 8822, Change of Address. This For a REMIC with a startup day after
25% of the unpaid tax. The penalty willform is used to inform the IRS of a new November 9, 1988, Form 1066 may be
not be charged if you can showREMIC address if the change is made signed by any person who could sign
reasonable cause for not paying onafter filing Form 1066. the return of the entity in the absence of
time. the REMIC election. Thus, the return ofPayment of Tax Due a REMIC that is a corporation or trustOther penalties. Penalties can also

The REMIC must pay the tax due (page would be signed by a corporate officerbe imposed for negligence, substantial
1, Section II, line 3) in full by the 15th or a trustee, respectively. For REMICsunderstatements of tax, reportable
day of the 4th month following the end with only segregated pools of assets,transaction understatements, and fraud.
of the tax year. Enclose with Form 1066 the return would be signed by anySee sections 6662, 6662A, and 6663.
a check or money order for the amount person who could sign the return of the
due payable to the “United States Contributions to the REMIC entity owning the assets of the REMIC
Treasury.” under applicable state law.Generally, no gain or loss is recognized

by the REMIC or any of the regular orThe REMIC may be required to Startup day before November 10,
residual interest holders when propertydeposit its tax using the Electronic 1988. A REMIC with a startup day
is transferred to the REMIC inFederal Tax Payment System (EFTPS). before November 10, 1988, may elect
exchange for an interest in the REMIC.If this requirement applies, use EFTPS to apply the rules for REMICs with a
The adjusted basis of the interestto deposit the tax. startup day after November 9, 1988 (as
received equals the adjusted basis of described in Regulations sectionIf the REMIC is not required to
the property transferred to the REMIC. 1.860F-4(c)(2)(iii)). Otherwise, Formdeposit its tax using EFTPS, it may do

1066 must be signed by a residualso voluntarily. To do this, the REMIC The basis to the REMIC of property
interest holder or, as provided inmust be enrolled in EFTPS. transferred by a regular or residual
section 6903, by a fiduciary as definedinterest holder is its fair market valueFor information about EFTPS, visit
in section 7701(a)(6) who is acting forimmediately after its transfer.www.eftps.gov or see Publication 966,
the REMIC and who has furnishedThe Secure Way to Pay Your Federal If the transferor holds a regular adequate notice as described inTaxes for Business and Individual interest and if the issue price of the Regulations section 301.6903-1(b).Taxpayers-EFTPS. regular interest is more than its

In the prior paragraph, the termadjusted basis, the excess is includedInterest and Penalties “startup day” means any day selectedin income by the regular interest holder
by a REMIC that is on or before the firstInterest. Interest is charged on taxes for the applicable tax years as if the
day on which interests in such REMICnot paid by the due date, even if an excess were market discount on a bond
are issued. Otherwise, “startup day” isextension of time to file is granted. and the holder had made an election
defined in the instructions for Item B—Interest is also charged on penalties under section 1278(b) to include this
Date REMIC started later.imposed for failure to file, negligence, market discount currently. If the

fraud, substantial valuation transferor holds a residual interest and Paid preparer’s information. If
misstatements, substantial if the issue price of the regular interest someone prepares the return and does
understatements of tax, and reportable is more than its adjusted basis, the not charge the REMIC, that person
transaction understatements; the excess is amortized and included in the should not sign the return or complete
interest is charged from the due date residual interest holder’s income ratably the paid preparer’s space. Generally,
(including extensions) to the date of over the anticipated weighted average anyone who is paid to prepare the
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REMIC return must sign the return and the REMIC receives its mail in care of a determined on the basis of a constant
fill in the “Paid Preparer’s Use Only” third party (such as an accountant or interest rate under the rules of section
area. attorney), enter on the street address 1276(b)(2).

line “C/O” followed by the third party’sThe paid preparer must complete the Line 3—Capital gain or (loss). Enter
name and street address or P.O. box. Ifrequired preparer information and: the amount shown on page 2, Schedule
the REMIC has changed its address• Sign the return in the space provided D, line 12 or 13 (if any).
since it last filed a return (including afor the preparer’s signature. Line 4—Ordinary gain or (loss).change to an “in care of” address),• Give the REMIC a copy of the return. Enter the net gain or (loss) from Formcheck the box for “Address change.”

Note. A paid preparer may sign 4797, Sales of Business Property, PartNote. If a change in address occursoriginal returns, amended returns, or II.after the return is filed, use Form 8822,requests for filing extensions by rubber Line 5—Other income. Attach aChange of Address, to notify the IRS ofstamp, mechanical device, or computer schedule, listing by type and amount,the new address.software program. any other taxable income not reported
Enter the REMIC’s EIN on Form on lines 1 through 4. If there is only onePaid Preparer Authorization 1066, page 1, item A. If the REMIC item of other income, describe it in

does not have its own EIN, it mustIf the REMIC wants to allow the IRS to parentheses to the left of the entry
apply for one. A REMIC may apply fordiscuss its 2007 tax return with the paid space on line 5 instead of attaching a
an EIN:preparer who signed it, check the ‘‘Yes’’ schedule. If the REMIC issued regular• Online by clicking on the EIN link atbox in the signature area of the return. interests at a premium, the net amount
www.irs.gov/businesses/small. The EINThis authorization applies only to the of the premium is income that must be
is issued immediately once theindividual whose signature appears in prorated over the term of these
application information is validated.the ‘‘Paid Preparer’s Use Only’’ section interests. Include this income on line 5.• By telephone at 1-800-829-4933 fromof the REMIC’s return. It does not apply

Deductions—(Lines 7 through 14).7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Mondayto the firm, if any, shown in that section.
Include only deductible amounts onthrough Friday in the REMIC’s localIf the “Yes” box is checked, the lines 7 through 14. A REMIC is nottime zone.REMIC is authorizing the IRS to call the allowed any of the following deductions• By mailing or faxing Form SS-4,paid preparer to answer any questions in computing its taxable income.Application for Employer Identificationthat may arise during the processing of • The net operating loss deduction.Number.its return. The REMIC is also • The deduction for taxes paid orIf the REMIC has not received its EINauthorizing the paid preparer to: accrued to foreign countries and U.S.by the time the return is due, write• Give the IRS any information that is possessions.“Applied for” in the space for the EIN.

missing from the return; • The deduction for charitableFor more details, see Pub. 583.• Call the IRS for information about the contributions.Item B—Date REMIC started. Enterprocessing of the return or the status of • The deduction for depletion underthe “startup day” selected by theany related refund or payment(s); and section 611 for oil and gas wells.REMIC.• Respond to certain IRS notices that • Losses or deductions allocable to
The startup day is the day on whichthe REMIC has shared with the prohibited transactions.

the REMIC issued all of its regular andpreparer about math errors, offsets, and Line 9—Amount accrued to regularresidual interests. However, a sponsorreturn preparation. interest holders in the REMIC that ismay contribute property to a REMIC inThe REMIC is not authorizing the deductible as interest. Regularexchange for regular and residualpaid preparer to receive any refund interests in the REMIC are treated asinterests over any period of 10check, bind the REMIC to anything indebtedness for federal income taxconsecutive days and the REMIC may(including any additional tax liability), or purposes. Enter the amount of interest,designate any one of those 10 days asotherwise represent the REMIC before including original issue discount,the startup day. The day so designatedthe IRS. accruing to regular interest holders foris then the startup day, and all interests
the tax year. Do not deduct anyThe authorization cannot be are treated as issued on that day.
amounts paid or accrued for residualrevoked. However, the authorization will Item C—Total assets at end of tax interests in the REMIC.automatically end no later than the due year. Enter the total assets of the

date (excluding extensions) for filing the Line 10—Other interest. Do notREMIC. If there are no assets at the
REMIC’s 2008 tax return. If the REMIC include interest deducted on line 9 orend of the tax year, enter the total
wants to expand the paid preparer’s interest on indebtedness incurred orassets as of the beginning of the tax
authorization or revoke the continued to purchase or carryyear.
authorization before it ends, see Pub. obligations on which the interest is
947, Practice Before the IRS and Section I wholly exempt from income tax. You
Power of Attorney. may elect to include amortization ofLine 1—Taxable interest. Enter the bond premium on taxable bondstotal taxable interest. “Taxable interest” acquired before 1988 unless youis interest that is included in ordinary elected to offset amortizable bondSpecific Instructions income from all sources except interest premium against the interest accruedexempt from tax and interest on on the bond (see the Section I, line 1,General Information tax-free covenant bonds. You may elect instructions). Do not include anyto reduce the amount of interestName, address, and EIN. Print or amount attributable to a tax-exemptaccrued on taxable bonds by thetype the REMIC’s legal name and bond.amount of amortizable bond premiumaddress on the appropriate lines.

Line 11—Taxes. If you have to payon those bonds attributable to theInclude the suite, room, or other unit
tax on net income from foreclosurecurrent tax year. See sections 171(c)number after the street address. If a
property, you should include this taxand 171(e) for details.preaddressed label is used, include this
(from Schedule J, line 10) on line 11.information on the label. If the Post Line 2—Accrued market discount

Office does not deliver mail to the street under section 860C(b)(1)(B). Enter Note. See section 164(d) for
address and the REMIC has a P.O. the amount of market discount apportionment of taxes on real property
box, show the box number instead. If attributable to the current tax year between the seller and purchaser.
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Enter taxes accrued during the tax exchange of capital assets as of the Increase the cost or other basis by
year but do not include the following: last day of the tax year. any expense of sale, such as broker’s
• Federal income taxes (except the tax fee, commission, and option premium,Losses from wash sales. The
on net income from foreclosure before making an entry in column (e),REMIC cannot deduct losses from a
property); unless the REMIC reported net saleswash sale of stock or securities. A• Foreign or U.S. possession income price in column (d).wash sale occurs if the REMIC acquires
taxes; For details, see Pub. 551, Basis of(by purchase or exchange), or has a• Taxes not imposed on the REMIC; or Assets.contract or option to acquire,• Taxes, including state or local sales substantially identical stock or
taxes, that are paid or incurred in Schedule Jsecurities within 6 months before or
connection with an acquisition or after the date of the sale or exchange.
disposition of property. Such taxes Part I—Tax on Net Income fromSee section 860F(d) for details.
must be treated as a part of the cost of Prohibited TransactionsInstallment sales. If the REMIC soldthe acquired property or, in the case of

property (except publicly traded stock Losses not included. Do not neta disposition, as a reduction in the
or securities) at a gain and will receive losses from prohibited transactionsamount realized on the disposition.
any payment in a tax year after the year against income or gains from prohibitedLine 12—Depreciation. See the of sale, it must use the installment transactions in determining theinstructions for Form 4562, method and Form 6252, Installment amounts to enter on lines 1a throughDepreciation and Amortization, or Pub. Sale Income, unless it elects not to use 1d. These losses are not deductible in946, How To Depreciate Property, to the installment method. computing net income from prohibitedfigure the amount of depreciation to transactions.If the REMIC wants to elect out ofenter on this line. You must complete

For purposes of lines 1a and 1d, thethe installment method, it must reportand attach Form 4562 if the REMIC
term “prohibited transactions” does notthe full amount of the gain on a timelyplaced property in service during 2007,
include any disposition that is requiredfiled return (including extensions). If theclaims a section 179 expense
to prevent default on a regular interestREMIC filed its original return on timededuction, or claims depreciation on
where the threatened default resultedwithout making the election, it mayany car or other listed property.
from a default on one or more qualifiedmake the election on an amendedLine 13—Other deductions. Attach a mortgages, or to facilitate a clean-upreturn filed not later than 6 months afterschedule, listing by type and amount, call. A clean-up call is the redemptionthe due date of the return (excludingany other allowable deductions for of a class of regular interests when, byextensions). Write “Filed pursuant towhich no line is provided on Form reason of prior payments with respectsection 301.9100-2” at the top of the1066. If there is only one item of other to those interests, the administrativeamended return.deductions, describe it in parentheses costs associated with servicing that

to the left of the entry on line 13 instead Specific Instructions class outweigh the benefits of
of attaching a schedule. maintaining the class. It does notColumn (d)—Sales price. Enter

include the redemption of a class ineither the gross sales price or the netSchedule D order to profit from a change in interestsales price from the sale. On sales of
rates.stocks and bonds, report the grossGeneral Instructions

amount as reported to the REMIC by Line 1a—Gain from certain
Purpose of schedule. For a REMIC the REMIC’s broker on Form 1099-B, dispositions of qualified mortgages.
with a startup day before November 12, Proceeds From Broker and Barter Enter the amount of gain from the
1991, use Schedule D to report the sale Exchange Transactions, or similar disposition of any qualified mortgage
or exchange of capital assets. To report statement. However, if the broker transferred to the REMIC other than a
sales or exchanges of property other advised the REMIC that gross proceeds disposition from:
than capital assets, see Form 4797 and (gross sales price) minus commissions • The substitution of a qualified
its instructions. and option premiums were reported to replacement mortgage for a qualified

the IRS, enter that net amount in mortgage or the repurchase in lieu ofA REMIC with a startup day after
column (d). substitution of a defective obligation;November 11, 1991, must use Form

• The foreclosure, default, or imminent4797 instead of Schedule D because all Column (e)—Cost or other basis. In
default of the mortgage;of its gains and losses from the sale or general, the cost or other basis is the • The bankruptcy or insolvency of theexchange of any property are treated cost of the property plus purchase
REMIC; oras ordinary gains and losses. commissions and improvements, minus • A qualified liquidation.depreciation. If the REMIC got theReport every sale or exchange of

See section 860F(a) for details andproperty in a tax-free exchange,property in detail, even though there is
exceptions.involuntary conversion, or wash sale ofno gain or loss.

stock, it may not be able to use the Line 1b—Income from nonpermittedFor details, see Pub. 544, Sales and actual cash cost as the basis. If the assets. Enter the amount of anyOther Dispositions of Assets. REMIC uses a basis other than cash income received or accrued during the
cost, attach an explanation.Capital gain distributions. On line 7, year attributable to any asset other than

report the sum of capital gain a qualified mortgage or permittedWhen selling stock, adjust the basis
distributions and the REMIC’s share of investment. See section 860G(a) forby subtracting all the nontaxable
the undistributed capital gain from a definitions.distributions received before the sale.
mutual fund or other regulated This includes nontaxable dividends Line 1c—Compensation forinvestment company. from utility company stock and mutual services. Enter the receipt by the

funds. Also, adjust the basis for anyFor details, see Pub. 564, Mutual REMIC of any amount representing a
stock splits.Fund Distributions. fee or other compensation for services.

Losses on worthless securities. If See section 852(f) for the treatment Line 1d—Gain from the disposition
any securities that are capital assets of certain load charges incurred in of cash flow investments (except
become worthless during the tax year, acquiring stock in a mutual fund with a from a qualified liquidation). Enter
the loss is a loss from the sale or reinvestment right. the amount of gain from the disposition
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of any cash flow investment except other types of financial accounts in aDesignation of Tax Matters
from a qualified liquidation. A “cash flow foreign country (see Form TD FPerson (TMP)investment” is any investment of 90-22.1, Report of Foreign Bank and

A REMIC may designate a TMP in theamounts received under qualified Financial Accounts); and
same manner that a partnership maymortgages for a temporary period (not a. The combined value of the
designate a tax matters partner undermore than 13 months) before accounts was more than $10,000 at
Regulations section 301.6231(a)(7)-1.distribution to holders of interests in the any time during the calendar year and
When applying that section, treat allREMIC. See section 860F(a)(4) for the b. The account was not with a U.S.
holders of a residual interest in thedefinition of a qualified liquidation. military banking facility operated by a
REMIC as general partners. The U.S. financial institution.Part II—Tax on Net Income designation may be made by 2. The REMIC owns more than 50%
completing the Designation of TaxFrom Foreclosure Property of the stock in any corporation that
Matters Person section on Form 1066,For a definition of foreclosure property, would answer “Yes” to item 1 above.
page 4.see instructions on page 7 for Schedule

L, line 1c. Net income from foreclosure If the “Yes” box is checked:Additional Informationproperty must also be included in the • Enter the name of the foreign countryBe sure to answer the questions andcomputation of taxable income (or net
or countries. Attach a separate sheet ifprovide other information in items Eloss) shown on Form 1066, page 1,
more space is needed.through L.Section I. • File Form TD F 90-22.1 by June 30,Item E—Type of entity. Check theLine 6—Gross income from 2007, with the Department of thebox for the entity type of the REMICforeclosure property. Do not include Treasury at the address shown on therecognized under state or local law. Ifon line 6 amounts described in section form. Because TD F 90-22.1 is not athe REMIC is not a separate entity856(c)(3)(A), (B), (C), (D), (E), or (G). tax form, do not file it with Form 1066.under state or local law, check the box
You can order Form TD F 90-22.1 byfor “Segregated Pool of Assets,” andLine 8—Deductions. Only those
calling 1-800-TAX-FORMstate the name and type of entity thatexpenses that are directly connected
(1-800-829-3676) or you can downloadowns the assets in the spaceswith the production of the income
it from the IRS website at www.irs.gov.provided.shown on line 7 may be deducted to

figure net income from foreclosure Item I—Foreign trust. The REMICItem F—Number of residual interest
property. Allowable deductions include may be required to file Form 3520,holders. Enter the number of persons
depreciation on foreclosure property, Annual Return To Report Transactionswho were residual interest holders at
interest accrued on debt of the REMIC With Foreign Trusts and Receipt ofany time during the tax year.
attributable to the carrying of Certain Foreign Gifts, if:Item G—Consolidated REMICforeclosure property, real estate taxes, • It directly or indirectly transferredproceedings. Generally, the taxand fees charged by an independent money or property to a foreign trust (fortreatment of REMIC items iscontractor to manage foreclosure this purpose, any U.S. person whodetermined at the REMIC level in aproperty. Do not deduct general created a foreign trust is considered aconsolidated REMIC proceeding, ratheroverhead and administrative expenses. transferor);than in separate proceedings with • It is treated as the owner of any partLine 10—Tax on net income from individual residual interest holders. of the assets of a foreign trust underforeclosure property. The REMIC is Check the box for item G if any of the grantor trust rules; orallowed a deduction for the amount of the following apply. • It received a distribution from atax shown on this line. Include this • The REMIC had more than 10 foreign trust.amount in computing the deduction for residual interest holders at any time
taxes entered on Form 1066, page 1, For more information, see theduring the tax year (a husband and wife
Section I, line 11. Instructions for Form 3520.count as one holder).

• Any residual interest holder was a Note. An owner of a foreign trust mustPart III—Tax on Contributions
nonresident alien, or was other than an ensure that the trust files an annualAfter the Startup Day individual, a C corporation, or an information return on Form 3520-A,

Do not complete this part if the startup estate, unless there was at no time Annual Information Return of Foreign
day was before July 1, 1987. For this during the tax year more than one Trust With a U.S. Owner. For details,
purpose, startup day means any day holder of the residual interest. see the Instructions for Form 3520-A.
selected by a REMIC that is on or • The REMIC has elected to be subject
before the first day on which interests in To report information required underto the rules for consolidated REMIC
the REMIC are issued. section 6038B the REMIC may beproceedings.

required to file Form 926, Return by aLine 11—Tax. Enter the amount of “Small REMICs,” as defined in U.S. Transferor of Property to a Foreigncontributions received during the sections 860F(e), 6231(a)(1)(B), and Corporation, or Form 8865, Return ofcalendar year after the startup day (as the regulations of both, are not subject U.S. Persons With Respect to Certaindefined in the prior paragraph). Do not to the rules for consolidated REMIC Foreign Partnerships. See theinclude cash contributions described proceedings, but may make an election instructions for these forms for morenext. to be covered by them. This election information.• Any contribution to facilitate a can be revoked only with the consent of
clean-up call or a qualified liquidation. Item L—Sum of the daily accruals.the Commissioner.
• Any payment in the nature of a Enter the total of the daily accruals forItem H—Foreign financial accounts.
guarantee. all residual interests for the calendarCheck the “Yes” box if either 1 or 2• Any contribution during the 3-month year. See section 860E(c)(2) for details.below applies to the REMIC. Otherwise,
period beginning on the startup day. check the “No” box. Schedule L• Any contribution to a qualified 1. At any time during the 2007reserve fund by any holder of a residual Balance Sheets per Bookscalendar year, the REMIC had ainterest in the REMIC. financial interest in or signature or other The amounts shown should agree with

Attach a schedule showing your authority over any foreign financial the REMIC’s books and records. Attach
computation. account, including bank, securities, or a statement explaining any differences.
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Line 1a—Cash flow investments. a result of the nonoccurrence of one or day), the residual interest holders are
These are any investments of amounts more contingent payments with respect liable for tax on their shares of the
received under qualified mortgages for to any reverse mortgage loan held by REMIC’s taxable income, whether or
a temporary period (not more than 13 the REMIC if, on the startup day for the not distributed, and must include their
months) before distribution to holders of REMIC, the sponsor reasonably shares on their tax returns.
interests in the REMIC. believes that all principal and interest

General Instructionsdue under the regular interest will beLine 1b—Qualified reserve assets.
paid at or prior to the liquidation of the For each calendar quarter, completeThe term “qualified reserve asset”
REMIC. Schedule Q (Form 1066) for eachmeans any intangible property which is

person who was a residual interestheld for investment and as part of a Schedule M holder at any time during the quarter.qualified reserve fund. For a definition
File Schedule Q with Form 1066. GiveReconciliation of Residualof qualified reserve fund, including
one copy to the residual interest holderexceptions, see sections 860G(a)(7)(B) Interest Holders’ Capital
by the last day of the month followingand (C). Accounts the month in which the calendar quarter

Line 1c—Foreclosure property. This Show what caused the changes in the ends. Keep one copy with a copy of
is any real property (including interests residual interest holders’ capital Form 1066 as part of the REMIC’s
in real property), and any personal accounts during the tax year. records.
property incident to such real property,

The amounts shown should agreeacquired by the REMIC as a result of Specific Instructionswith the REMIC’s books and recordsthe REMIC’s having bid in the property On each Schedule Q, enter the name,and the balance sheet amounts. Attachat foreclosure, or having otherwise address, and identifying number fora statement explaining any differences.reduced the property to ownership or each residual interest holder andInclude in column (d):possession by agreement or process of REMIC. For each residual interest• Tax-exempt interest income,law, after there was a default or holder that is an individual, you must• Other tax-exempt income,imminent default on a qualified enter the residual interest holder’s• Income from prohibited transactions,mortgage held by the REMIC. social security number (SSN) (or• Income recorded on the REMIC’sGenerally, this property ceases to be individual taxpayer identificationbooks but not included on this return,foreclosure property at the close of the number (ITIN) for a resident orandthird tax year following the tax year in nonresident alien). For all other residual• Allowable deductions not chargedwhich the REMIC acquired the interest holders, you must enter theagainst book income this year.property. See sections 860G(a)(8), residual interest holder’s EIN. However,856(e), and Regulations section Include in column (e): if a residual interest holder is an IRA,1.856-6 for more details. • Capital losses over the $3,000 enter the identifying number of the IRA
limitation (for a REMIC with a startupNote. Solely for purposes of section trust. Do not enter the SSN (or ITIN) of
day before November 12, 1991),860D(a), the determination of whether the individual for whom the IRA is• Other nondeductible amounts (suchany property is foreclosure property will maintained.
as losses from prohibited transactionsbe made without regard to section Item A—What type of entity is thisand expenses connected with the856(e)(4). residual interest holder? State onproduction of tax-exempt income),

this line whether the residual interestLine 7—Regular interests. These • Deductions allocable to prohibited
holder is an individual, a corporation,are interests in the REMIC that are transactions,
an estate, a trust, a partnership, anissued on the startup day with fixed • Expenses recorded on books not
exempt organization, a nomineeterms and that are designated as deducted on this return, and
(custodian), or another REMIC. If theregular interests, if: • Taxable income not recorded on the
residual interest holder is a nominee,1. Such interest unconditionally books this year.
use the following codes to indicate inentitles the holder to receive a specified
parentheses the type of entity theprincipal amount or other similar
nominee represents:amounts; and Schedule Q I –  Individual, C – Corporation, F –2. Interest payments (or similar
Estate or Trust, P – Partnership, E –Quarterly Notice toamounts), if any, with respect to the
Exempt Organization, R – REMIC, orinterest at or before maturity are Residual Interest Holder IRA – Individual Retirementpayable based on a fixed rate (or at a
Arrangement.variable rate described in Regulations of REMIC Taxable
Item B—Residual interest holder’ssection 1.860G-1(a)(3)), or consist of a

Income or Net Loss percentage of ownership. Enter inspecified portion of the interest
item B2 the percentage at the end ofpayments on qualified mortgages and Allocation the calendar quarter. However, if athis portion does not vary during the
residual interest holder’s percentage ofperiod that the interest is outstanding. Purpose of Schedule ownership changed during the quarter,

The interest will meet the Schedule Q (Form 1066) shows each enter in item B1 the percentage
requirements of 1 even if the timing (but residual interest holder’s share of the immediately before the change. If there
not the amount) of the principal REMIC’s quarterly taxable income (or are multiple changes in the percentage
payments (or other similar amounts) is net loss), the excess inclusion for the of ownership during the quarter, attach
contingent on the extent of residual interest holder’s interest, and a statement giving the date and
prepayments on qualified mortgages the residual interest holder’s share of percentage before each change.
and the amount of income from the REMIC’s section 212 expenses for Item C—REMIC assets. Enter in item
permitted investments. the quarter. C the percentage of the REMIC’s

An interest will still qualify as a Although the REMIC is not subject to assets during the calendar quarter
regular interest even if the specified income tax (except on net income from represented by each of the following
principal amount of the regular interest prohibited transactions, net income categories of assets:
(or the amount of interest accrued on from foreclosure property, and • Real estate assets under section
the regular interest) can be reduced as contributions made after the startup 856(c)(5)(B), and
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• Assets described in section Line 2a—Sum of the daily accruals Privacy Act and Paperwork
7701(a)(19)(C) (relating to the definition under section 860E for all residual Reduction Act Notice. We ask for the
of a domestic building and loan interests for the calendar quarter. information on this form to carry out the
association). Enter the product of the sum of the Internal Revenue laws of the United

adjusted issue prices of all residual States. You are required to give us theThese percentages must be
interests at the beginning of the quarter information. We need it to ensure thatcomputed using the average adjusted
and 120% of the long-term federal rate you are complying with these laws andbasis of the assets held during the
(determined on the basis of to allow us to figure and collect the rightcalendar quarter. To do this, the REMIC
compounding at the end of each amount of tax. Section 6109 requiresmust make the appropriate computation
quarter and properly adjusted for the return preparers to provide theiras of the close of each month, week, or
length of such quarter). See section identifying numbers on the return.day and then average the monthly,
860E(c) for details.weekly, or daily percentages for the You are not required to provide the
Line 2b—Sum of the daily accrualsquarter. The monthly, weekly, or daily information requested on a form that is
under section 860E for your interest.computation period must be applied subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act
Enter zero if line 2a is zero. Otherwise,uniformly during the calendar quarter to unless the form displays a valid OMB
divide the amount shown on line 2a byboth categories of assets, and may not control number. Books or records
the number of days in the quarter.be changed in succeeding calendar relating to a form or its instructions
Multiply the result by the residualquarters without IRS consent. If the must be retained as long as their
interest holder’s percentage ofpercentage of the REMIC’s assets for contents may become material in the
ownership for each day in the quartereither category is at least 95%, the administration of any Internal Revenue
that the residual interest holder ownedREMIC may show “95 or more” for that law. Generally, tax returns and return
the interest. Total the daily amountscategory in item C. information are confidential, as required
and enter the result. by section 6103.If less than 95% of the assets of the
Line 3—Complete lines 3a and 3bREMIC are real estate assets (as The time needed to complete and
only for residual interest holdersdefined in section 856(c)(5)(B)), the file this form and related schedule will
who are individuals or otherREMIC must also report to any real vary depending on individual
pass-through interest holders (asestate investment trust that holds a circumstances. The estimated average
defined in Temporary Regulationsresidual interest the information times are:
section 1.67-3T).specified in Regulations section

Schedule Q1.860F-4(e)(1)(ii)(B). Line 3a—Section 212 expenses of
Form 1066 (Form 1066)the REMIC for the calendar quarter.Item F—Reconciliation of residual

Enter the REMIC’s allocable sectioninterest holder’s capital account. Recordkeeping 32 hr., 3 min. 6 hr., 27 min.
212 expenses for the calendar quarter. Learning aboutSee the instructions for Schedule M on

the law or theThe term “allocable section 212page 7.
form . . . . . . . 8 hr., 51 min. 1 hr., 40 min.expenses” means the aggregateLine 1a—Taxable income (net loss) Preparing theamount of the expenses paid orof the REMIC for the calendar form . . . . . . . 12 hr., 33 min. 1 hr., 52 min.

accrued in the calendar quarter for Copying,quarter. Enter the REMIC’s taxable
which a deduction is allowable under assembling,income (net loss) for the calendar

and sending thesection 212 in determining the taxablequarter. The sum of the totals for the 4
form to the IRS 48 min.income of the REMIC for the calendarquarters in the calendar year must

quarter.equal the amount shown on Form If you have comments concerning
Section 212 expenses generally1066, Section I, line 15. the accuracy of these time estimates or

include operational expenses such as: suggestions for making this form andLine 1b—Your share of the taxable • Rent, related schedule simpler, we would beincome (net loss) for the calendar • Salaries, happy to hear from you. You can writequarter. Enter the residual interest • Legal fees, to the Internal Revenue Service, Taxholder’s share of the taxable income • Accounting fees, Products Coordinating Committee,(net loss) shown on line 1a (determined • Litigation expenses, and SE:W:CAR:MP:T:T:SP, 1111by adding the holder’s daily portions • The cost of preparing and distributing Constitution Ave. NW, IR-6526,under section 860C(a)(2) for each day
reports and notices to interest holders. Washington, DC 20224. Do not sendin the quarter the holder held the
Line 3b—Your share of section 212 the tax form to this office. Instead, seeresidual interest). If line 1a is a loss,
expenses for the calendar quarter. Where To File on page 2.enter the residual interest holder’s full
Enter the residual interest holder’sshare of the loss, without regard to the
share of the amount shown on line 3a.adjusted basis of the residual interest

holder’s interest in the REMIC.
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